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BETTER PERFORMANCE, BETTER Outcomes— Essential for promoting better efficiency and reducing
risk of injury, mobility refers to how well the body moves through a given movement pattern. 100
flexibility routines, with endless feasible variations•WITH MOBILITY! Designed to help increase flexibility
and allow for better performance at all degrees of the fitness spectrum, these cutting-edge training
routines bring the leading concepts in injury avoidance and mobility advancement to the everyday
athlete. Exercise, paired with appropriate mobility schooling, is what enables professional sports
athletes to work with their fullest potential without concern with injury or burnout…and now it is
possible to too!Fitness experts Can Smith, David Kirschen, and Mike Volkmar have brought their
decades of experience jointly to provide a highly effective and easy-to-follow series of sports-specific
flexibility routines. The Flexibility Workout Handbook is your complete direct to incorporating this
essential aspect of fitness into your workout routines. Tips on how to supplement your existing
workout regimen and completely customize your fitness knowledge to your needs•From golfing to
tennis, swimming to running, cross training to weight training, everyday athletes everywhere can
reap the benefits of mobility training. Expert-designed workout routines of your day (WODs),
customized to a number of sports and fitness actions• Detailed, easy-to-understand exercise
descriptions to assist you master each motion•The Mobility Workout Handbook includes:• Everyday
Tracker journal pages to help you keep an eye on your progressRevamp your body and revitalize
your routines with all-in-one mobility workouts!
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Two Stars Not just what a expected." reserve produced just for Amazon The book feels as if it had
been assembled by reducing and pasting content from the webMore than half of the pages are
included in just the name of a workout or workouts in extra large, page filling letters (see picture)The
specific exercises aren't explained by schematic drawings or photos. Instead, they are described in
a brief paragraph that seems to be lower and pasted. I was able to study the videos online then
utilize the book as a workout planner for the fitness center with the visuals obviously in mind when
performing the techniques.I feel that this book was produced simply for Amazon on a cheap offset
printing press. The title addresses a little niche not included in many other titles. I experienced lucky
to have discovered a publication that addressed that specific niche. But I got fooled because I
wasn't in a position to browse through all of the pages as if you can do in a bookshop. No big deal
You could easily harvest the same lists from simple internet searches. Meh. Carrying out my 25th
Ironman this year October! Excellent! Mobility is essential and this reserve has thorough and detailed
mobility exercises and exercises for all levels.Almost no content, no real photos - a "Gotcha! Looking
towards incorporating these sequences into my Ironman teaching. Didn't get much from this book.
Great workout information with video content material support helps it be a good deal throughout for
mobility needs. Worthwhile collection of Mobility WODs that are super for athletes of most types.
What impressed me most is certainly that the authors have setup a YouTube playlist with video
examples of all the exercises at Getfitnowdotcom that is really helpful. The few photos in the reserve
don't relate to this content. The authors are the real deal. Excellent book! I was looking for more
substanance. Five Stars Great book with workouts created for your sport Mobility Workout
Interesting examine with mini workouts Excellent!
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